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Tsukahara Bokuden and his ‘retirement’ into the Kashima-jingu 

The great Kashima Shrine, the ō-kami1 of which is Takemika-zouchi-no-kami, was a natural 

place for the redoubtable Bokuden-sensei to retire into for the customary one-hundred (or 

one-thousand) days at the end of his first 

period of musha-shugyō (1505-20), the aim of 

which was to draw together his thoughts 

concerning his developing heihō. The shrine 

is sited on a low sandstone bluff a few 

hundred meters east of the former fortress 

of the Kashima clan of which his adoptive 

father, lord of Tsukahara-jō, was one of the 

hereditary councillors. His natural father, 

head of the Yoshikawa-ke, was also a 

councillor. The Tsukahara-ke and the 

Yoshikawa-ke were master swordsmen of 

the Kashima Chūko-ryū, the successor to 

the Kashima Jōko-ryū2 that originated, it is 

thought, sometime in the Kamakura period 

(13th – 14th century) although this is only 

tradition not firm history. The third of the 

councillor families were the Matsumoto-ke. Needless to say, these families were all related 

and descended from the Kashima-ke, itself. Contemporary to Tsukahara Bokuden was 

Matsumoto Bizen, (d. 1525), the famous founder of the Kashima Matsumoto Bizen-ryū and 

the Kashima Shin-ryū. He was some twenty years older than Bokuden. 

Tsukahara Bokuden chose a suitable place well within the shrine forest, nowadays seventy 

hectares in extent but formerly considerably larger, alongside what was even then (c. 1520-

30) said to be an old orchard. He constructed, or possibly was allocated, a suitable hut on 

the northern side of this orchard overlooking the edge of the steep bluff with a view across 

the flat bottomed valley in the direction of his adoptive  father’s fortress about three miles 

away., and this was his home for three years. Those kenshi who voluntarily underwent 

this form of prolonged ascesis, known as reimu, or seeking ‘divine vision’, trained hard 

daily in order to perfect their techniques and formulate their concepts of tactics and 

strategy for war in terms of facing a single or multiple imaginary opponents. If they were 

Sketch of Memorial beside old orchard (RK Sketchbook) 
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satisfied with their ‘enlightenment through communing with the deity (or with Marishi-

ten)’, they would return to daily life and announce their new teaching.  

Success was not always guaranteed, as in the case of Hayashizaki Jinsuke, the founder of 

the Eishin-ryū Iai-jutsu, who thought he had failed to obtain his reimu at the end of his 

‘seclusion’ and decided to return home.  Whilst trudging the pathway in the gloom of 

evening, he felt that he was being followed and that an assailant had drawn his sword in 

order to strike him down from behind. At once he drew out his own sword and thrust 

backwards, left-handed, piercing and killing the attacker. This particular Iai-jutsu 

technique is a secret form still preserved within the okuden levels of the ryū but very rarely 

taught. After this incident Hayashizaki sensei felt confident enough to consolidate and 

announce his unique teaching. 

Returning to Tsukahara Bokuden’s ‘seclusion’ in the Kashima-jingu precincts, Kendoka 

searching for this still partially hidden ancient orchard will find it, or its successor, alive at 

the present-day, and without doubt the experiences gained within it by Jupp sensei and 

Knutsen sensei have exerted a great influence on the Renmei’s Kendō.3  

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

 

 

 
Morning mist at Yoshinoyama (photo Ric Bithell) 
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A Kendō  Odyssey 

 Japan through the eyes of a Kendoka 

These photos were taken by Simon Crittenden who, as most members will know, travelled 

in western Japan along with your Editor and Ric Bithell, for the best part of a month from 

mid-September to mid-October last year. Unfortunately, Roald Knutsen was forced to 

return home, on medical advice - just five days into the tour – much to his disgust and 

chagrin, but the others carried on following the ‘official’ schedule. We were hoping to 

produce a special addition to this issue of the Journal but force majeure put paid to that! 

Instead, here are the first of a whole series of photos taken by both intrepid travellers to a 

relatively little known Japan well off the normal beaten tourist traps. 

 

This smallish shrine is beautifully kept, painted in bright vermillion as are all   shrines 

within the Hachiman group dedicated to the War Deity. It is a subsidiary of the nearby 

and very large Hayatama-taisha where many of the earliest and most important of the 

ancient deities are enshrined. The site was certainly considered sacred from really ancient 

times, even possibly the 5th century, since close by this more modern structure a number of 

ancient domestic buildings have been excavated, probably from the Yayoi period, (3rd  

century BC to 3rd century AD. A forerunner of the Atsuka-Oji was first mentioned during 

the Heian period, (9th to 12th centuries) according to an article written on the 27th October 

1109 by a chronicler named Chuyuki that ‘on this day Fujiwara no Munetada worshipped 

here’. During the Edo period, (17th to 19th centuries)  the whole shrine including its large 

vermillion painted outer gate, the entrance torii and the Haiden, the chief building to house 

the deities shown here, was a massha, or important branch, of the Hayatama-taisha, (Taisha 

means ‘Great Shrine’). The shrine became independent, ie. separated from Buddhism and 

the taisha during the Meiji period of the late-19th century. 

The Atsuka-Oji-jinja in Shingu-shi at the mouth of the Kumano River   
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A sacred fire hydrant? 

What is remarkable is how beautifully kept it is and how tranquil to sit in the gardens, yet 

only yards from the old quarter of the town.  

 

 

 

 

Here you see a remarkable fire hydrant dressed 

magnificently with a rice-straw hat and a straw apron 

such as were worn by peasants in the field! Why, one 

asks? Such a question is naïve and will never receive an 

answer . . . I know – I’ve tried! (Ed.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 Kendō in Kōbe. Photo taken at the Hyōgō Prefecture Kendō  Taikai in October last. 
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The Kamikura-jinja 

 

This is a spectacular and deeply interesting 

site, the shrine perched on a shoulder of huge 

rocks on the western side of Shingu. It is 

particularly sacred as it is dedicated to the 

deity, Ame-no-Iwate-no-mikoto. It is believed 

that the deity Katsumi-Mika-Ō-mikami 

descended to Mount Gotobiki-Iwa and rested 

on these rocks. Long centuries ago the deities 

enshrined here were moved to the Hayatama-

taisha near the Kumano River and this strange 

shrine remained as a sacred ‘defence’. This 

small mountain is named Chihoga-mine 

(Protective Peak) and stands 253m. in height. 

This was a popular objective of many strange 

Shugendō yamabushi down the ages. It is easy 

to understand why. 

To reach the shrine it is necessary to go up 538 

stone steps – mostly dangerously irregular to 

the unwary foot. That is an understatement: 

they are seriously difficult. On the 6th February 

each year hordes of young men holding large 

flaming torches hurl themselves down from 

the shrine in an effort to be first at the bottom. 

Despite the struggle that reaching this very small shrine presents, it is visited by many 

people, some even daily. In order to expiate sins, the supplicant must carry up to the top 

one or two sacks of sand and stones each weighing about 10lbs. Some, old or young, will 

do this twice in succession! 

 

 

 
Sunset over Shinji-ko,Matsue-shi, Shimane-ken 
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 Matsue-jō, Shimane Prefecture 

The castle is one of the very few to survive wars and destruction in the past one-hundred-

and-thirty years. The black cladding gives a very good idea of a minor daimyō stronghold 

dating from the beginning of the Edo period around 1600. Right at the top of the Tenshu-

shaku, or keep, is a small room with window apertures on all four sides. These permit a 

wonderful view of the whole town below, the wide castle precincts, and the surrounding 

moats. Such a room is known as the ‘Tengu’ room and was where, in time of war, the lord 

and his chief generals directed operations. In this case there were no wars and the region 

remained calm. 

 

 

A farmer’s wife working in the field, 

Okayama-ken 

This whole area was part of the ancient 

kingdom of Kibi, flourishing during the 5th 

and 6th century. The region is full of ancient 

archeological sites, including the third 

largest mound tomb in Japan. 
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The Nachi Waterfall – Nachi-taki 

Okayama-jō 

 

133m in height, this vertical fall is justly 

celebrated throughout Japanese history. If you 

look closely you will see at the very top, where 

the Nachi-gawa hurls itself over, the waters 

divide into three parts. When the flow is low 

in Summer, these three are not to be seen, nor 

in the Spring when a lot more water tumbles 

down. These three streams gave the falls the 

sobriquet of the ‘Three Sword-blades Falls’. 

There is a huge Winter fire festival here and 

just like at the Kamikura-jinja one, hundreds 

of young men carrying huge flaming torches 

rush down the uneven and steep stone steps 

from the Nachi-taisha above to this place 

every January 1st! 

It was here, in the mid-12th century that the 

samurai-turned-monk, Mongaku Shōnin, 

expiated the murder of his beautiful lady love, 

and came here in the depths of winter to sit 

beneath the falls in prayer. It was so cold that 

he passed out twice and was swept over two 

much smaller falls lower down before 

emerging alive but, one would think, badly 

bruised. This is a famous story, a version in ‘Tales of Old Japan’, by Walter Denning (or 

Lord Redesdale), is probably the best in English. (Tuttle save it in paperback).                

 

 

 

Crow Castle, Okayama 

Otherwise named Ue-jō, or Crow Castle, this is almost 

entirely modern in ferro-concrete, however it is faithful 

reconstruction of the original and its position dominating a 

bend of the river is truly beautiful. This was a grand, 

powerful structure dominating the important route to both 

the east and west. It was ruled by the Ikeda daimyō 

throughout the Edo period. 
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 Schedule Meeting in Kōbe 

The ‘Bay Café’ in Hyōgo-ku, is frequented by many Kendōka. It belongs to Ozaki-sensei’s 

son and stands next to Maruyama-sensei’s excellent Kendō shop. It was here that we went 

through the final tweaks towards the smooth working of the travel plan. On the left sits 

Ozaki Yoshihiro-sensei, and on the right is Inoue Tomoshige-sensei. Present Simon 

Crittenden, Ric Bithell, and your Editor.  

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Kashima-jingu: Shrine to Earthquake kami 

Whilst the ancient Kashima-jingu venerates a 

large number of shrines, perhaps the most 

poignant of these is shown here in a sketch 

drawn over 30 years ago. Within this modest 

picket fence lies the top of a large round stone 

which is believed to hold an earthquake deity 

imprisoned below. Offerings are still left there 

by cautious visitors who penetrate deep into the 

virgin forest - just as a form of insurance! (Your editor has done the same). In the light of 

the recent huge quake to hit eastern Japanning mid-March, perhaps the custom should be 

continued. 

At the end of the 16th century, Toyotomi Hedeyoshi, the powerful regent ruling Japan, 

had men try to dig this capstone out. They dug down several feet but couldn’t locate the 

bottom. Prudently, this lord ordered the scheme to stop! 
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The Kendō Reader by Noma Hisashi 

Chapter Twenty-one: Kata-ni-tsuite (Concerning Kata) 

Illustration: Koshikawa Hidenosuke-sensei, Kyu-

dan Hanshi. Photo taken at the old Shinto-ryū 

Kendō Dōjō in Vauxhall around April, 1963. 

Whilst this study has little to do with the following 

article, other than kata, we have included it to 

illustrate the attention to detail, even in placing his 

bogu, by so high a ranking master. Koshikawa-

sensei spent some days teaching during his visit. 

Five or six years later later he captained the ten-

man West Japan team against East Japan, an 

annual event of some importance in the Kendō 

tradition. (Miki Eiji-sensei, a good friend of this 

Renmei, then yon-dan but now a senior nanadan, 

fought in the West Japan team in this match and 

was very pleased indeed with the honour of selection). Koshikawa-sensei left a lasting teaching that 

should be remembered by all yūdansha with a deep interest in kata. He wrote: 

‘All kata must aim towards a meeting of hearts and minds between Uchidachi and Shidachi. Whilst 

kata can be viewed as intellectual shiai, both master and student can only learn its true meaning 

from each other. Kata, in this sense, is true art’ 

o O o 

Before the introduction of protective armour kata training was the sole method by which 

the skills of swordsmanship were mastered. Through training in kata posture was 

corrected, eyes were sharpened, bad habits were mended, speed and agility developed,  

cuts and thrusts made sound and sure, and maai, shō’ai and tachisuji were realised, the 

spirit was kneaded, waza perfected, and so on; in fact, it served as training in both the 

principles and practice of swordsmanship. 

Originally, each tradition of kata was composed of basic techniques that conveyed the 

essence and points of strength of each particular style of swordsmanship; however, with 

the arrival of bōgu (protective wear), and the resulting spread of shinai-uchi training, the 

importance of kata training gradually came to be forgotten among shugyōsha. What have 

remained to this day are just the bare bones of what had originally existed. Even so, the 

kata represented the essence of the original traditions, and for this reason an in-depth 

study of the various traditions can reap considerable rewards. 

Up until about the Bakumatsu period, (the latter half of the nineteenth century), shinai 

practice with bōgu had not yet replaced training in kata which was still for many the sole 

method of training and through which not a few swordsmen achieved the very highest 
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levels of understanding. Even when shinai-uchi was practised it was only after a thorough 

grounding in waza had been gained through extensive kata training. Training in kata was 

always the first step in Kendō shugyō. 

Since that time exhaustive study and research has been carried out into all aspects of 

Kendō, into basic movement, instruction methods, and so on, so that it is no longer 

necessary to begin training with kata. However, if one is intent upon mastery of the Way of 

the Ken then at some stage a serious study of kata will have to be undertaken. 

Be that as it may, a thorough study of each and every tradition would be an exhausting 

undertaking, so, first of all, I would like to recommend the study and mastery of the Nihon 

Kendō Kata which was compiled by the Butokukai in Kyōto.4 

Compilation of the Nihon Kendō Kata was completed in 1912 following long and serious 

discussion and careful selection by a committee consisting of masters of the Butokukai and 

senior masters from the Higher College of Kendō Instructors (Kōtō Shihan Gakkō) in Kyōto. 

Masters from every part of the country also attended, including most importantly the 

following: 

Naitō Takahara Kendō Hanshi, Hokushin Ittō-ryū, died 1930. 

Monna Tadashi Kendō Hanshi, Hokushin Ittōryū, died 1931. 

Negishi Shingorō, Kendō Hanshi, Shintō Munen-ryū, died 1914. 

Tsuji Shinpei, Kendō Hanshi, Jiki Shinkage-ryū, died 1915. 

Takano Sasaburō, Kendō Hanshi, Ōnōha Ittōryū, died 1951. 

The kata was created with a view to being applicable to the needs of shiai. When practising 

the kata one must face the opponent as though one were using a real sword; one’s guard 

must not be relaxed for an instant, and one must practice exactly according to the rules 

and patterns set for the kata. It must not be practiced as though it were merely a set of 

rigid movements, and it must be practised with full spirit. Moreover, kata should not be 

practised only for its own sake, but with a view to adsapting the lessons learned for actual 

use in keiko and shiai. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Letters to the Editor: 

Sir, In the last issue of this Journal appeared a very interesting short article by Paul 

Whiteman (‘What it means to belong to a Dōjō’). Whiteman-san rightly points out the 

attitude of all kendōka to both the dōjō and all the members. This brings us to the need we 

have, Japanese and non-Japanese students alike, to do our best to understand why we are 

constantly reminded that ‘Kendō begins and ends with reigi’. 

The headlong changes allowed to enter Kendō in the last thirty or so years and especially 

experienced by the up-and-coming lower ranks, have had the inevitable result in many of 
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these groups of simply paying lip-service to proper reigi. Many of the objectives of reigi 

have been blurred or lost in such groups and, unfortunately, as time passes, by their 

leaders (who failed to guide their students properly). 

The contrast of attitude to the dōjō outlined so clearly in the personal experience of 

Whiteman-san, can still be found in the dōjō of the classical k-ryu. Every student has a 

duty to practise reigi in its broadest sense and, by so doing, enrich their own Kendō. 

Without reigi there can be no Kendō. 

 (Name supplied) 

o O o 

Sir, Full marks to Paul Whiteman for his timely reminders of the urgent need for sincerity 

and humility within the dōjō structure. I can see Kendō blurring until it is just another 

‘exotic’ competitive sport with all the pernicious artificial rules and controls that sport 

demands. It will soon have lost all the traditional values of self-discipline and respect that 

are still to be found in Japan but rarely, sadly, in non-Japanese Kendō. All ranks need this 

wake-up call. 

 (Name supplied) 

Editor’s comments:  Well, it seems that Paul Whiteman has touched on a deep Kendō 

‘nerve’ to elicit an unprecedented response – two letters of which are printed above. 

The gradually widening circle of our Kendō students experiencing traditional Japanese 

dōjō means a greater awareness of basic reigi; that it true, but as always a private visitor 

may never truly appreciate this quality. This is why, within the tradition, it is so necessary 

that visits, especially for practise, are requested and arranged through proper introduction 

at the level that has always been demanded – sensei to sensei. A private visit, particularly 

by a ‘foreigner’, produces a degree of acceptance but only one engendered by normal 

Japanese politeness, little more. A formally introduced visit will bring far deeper results 

and, hopefully, hard practise. The acceptance of a student brings with it the obligations 

owed (and rightly expected) between the respective seniors to the fore. Reigi must never be 

forgotten! 

Please keep this debate alive. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Sōgorō Kiuchi – A very brave man    (Part 1) 

Often the history of a nation can be marred by acts of great cruelty caused by 

misgovernment, but at the same time we find the despotic behaviour of those who hold 

the power can be contrasted with selfless heroism that may, eventually, lead to reform. Of 

such a nature is the following incident still remembered all over Japan and particularly in 
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north-eastern Chiba-ken. First you, the readers, may like to understand something of the 

draconian laws that were applied to the letter during the period of the Tokugawa  bakufu – 

1603 to 1868. Briefly, the whole population was divided into four groups; at the top 

(officially) were the kuge, or aristocratic courtier families established and recognised from 

ancient times; then came the four levels of the bushi and samurai, all of hereditary warrior 

descent; below came the farmers and peasantry; and lastly, at the bottom, came the 

townsfolk – the merchants, craftsmen, and the rest. In the eyes of the Bakufu the bottom 

two groups had little or no say in the government, no proper access to the law within the 

fief they lived in, and certainly it was forbidden to request the redress of wrongs by direct 

appeal to higher authority that were the administrators of the particular fief. Many 

infringements of the law led directly to fearsome retribution and the death of entire 

families. Such laws criminalised any potential unrest and were often applied in what we 

might now regard as a barbarous manner. 

In the towns, the commoners lived in quarters presided over by a 

headman. Comings and goings outside the quarter required 

permissions from this headman. Grievencies and so on were only 

passed upwards through him and he was held entirely resposible by 

the administrators appointed by the ruling clan. Everything was 

minutely set out and controlled; the administration, itself, was strictly 

layered. For the farmers matters were much the same. The village 

head was the responsible man who saw to the taxes being collected 

on time and all accounting to the clan overseers and so on. He was 

backed in his duties by lesser leading families. Again, the only hope of administrative 

review of problems such as poor harvest yield, destruction caused by natural catastrophies 

(earthquake, fire, famine, and so on) had to be passed up the chain, the final decision often 

resting with the clan lord, that is, if the petition actually got past the other leading 

retainers, usually hatamoto5. Even the samurai, themselves, followed the same system, 

strictly governed by their fixed rank. The feudal lords were only responsible to the Bakufu 

but were closely overseen, particularly if their forebears had fought on or descended from 

the side of the losers at Sekigahara in 1600. The allies of the Bakufu were the ‘Fudai’ lords, 

or hereditary vassals of the Tokugawa; those who survived on the losing – and therefore 

possibly suspect – side were the ‘Tozama’ or ‘outside’ clans, including those not 

descended by blood from the Tokugawa.  

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

The Hotta Clan at Sakura, Shimosa province 

The Hotta-ke gained favour after their service to the Tokugawa during the Osaka Castle 

fighting in 1612, and Hotta Masamori , (1606-1651) was given a small fief at Kawagoe in 

Musashi province with 26,000 koku in 1635. He was transferred to Tokushima, Awa 

province, in 1638 with 95,000 koku, finally being given Sakura in Shimosa province (now 

northern Chiba-ken) in 1642 with 145,000 koku6. When the third Tokugawa Shōgun, 

Iemitsu, died in 1651, Masamori committed seppuku (junshi) as he did not feel he could 
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survive his lord. He was succeeded by his son, Masanobu, (1629-1677), aged just twenty-

one and who was given the title of Kōzuke-no-suke. Under the Tokugawa the Bakufu 

applied strict controls over their feudatories, ever fearful of the rebellions or coup d’états 

that were so frequent during the Sengoku era and even in the early part of the seventeenth 

century., after all, this was almost exactly as they, themselves, had reached supreme 

power. The young Hotta lord was required to reside in Edo (Tokyo), maintaining a 

mansion there, and to be in readiness to serve in the Shōgunal castle. 

Hotta Kōzuki-no-suke Masanobu accordingly placed the administration of the clan in the 

hands of his Ō-karō, chief retainer, Ikeura Shinkei. The unexpected good fortune meant 

that Ikeura was able to increase the taxes on the farmers as he wished and syphoning off  

any excess to the normal. It should be remembered that almost total power lay in the 

hands of these hatamoto and the domain lord. There was no recourse to the law for those 

unfortunates who suffered injustice and they were forced to pray that their lord would be 

both merciful and just. Ikeura immediately imposed heavy taxes, in most domains 

normally about 40% of the rice yield as ‘rent’ for the land, and he and his personal 

retainers lived an increasingly extravagant lifestyle whilst the farmers sank ever deeper 

under the arbitary yoke. Matters were made far worse, perhaps unendurable would be a 

better description, when the rice harvests were poor for the following three years and 

famine imposed its feasome grip on the domain. 

The hardships soon reached such a pitch and the farmers increasingly desperate, when 

petitions to the clan officials were totally rejected and ignored despite the obvious poverty 

and starvation on every side. They felt that the only course of action left to them was to 

raise the straw matting flag of rebellion, an action that could only result in widespread 

brutal suppression and death. Learning that many peasants had gone to Masakado-yama 

in order to start the revolt, Sōgorō hastened there with all speed in order to calm the anger 

and proposed that they elected a delegation to travel up to their lord’s mansion in Edo to 

entreat a change of heart by the clan. 

Revolt diffused, the farmers selected six of their number, including Sōgorō, to represent 

the community of three-hundred-and-eighty-nine villages. The names of four of the other 

leaders are recorded. These were Rokurobei, Hanjurō, Jūemon, and Sakurobei. 

Accordingly, they presented their petition for a reasonable reduction in their taxes to the 

Sakura-ke Chief Magistrate and his officials in Edo but found themselves rejected. All their 

efforts were in vain. 

Sōgorō was deeply troubled by this. He had already done his best to allieviate the 

suffering by using up his personal estate to help those so destitute that they were unable 

to satisfy the voracious tax collectors and would probably suffer violence at their hands. 

At last, he decided that there was only one way to resolve the matter so he called the other 

representatives to a secret meeting in Ueno. When all were gathered he announced that he 

was resolved to act alone so that no one else would be blamed. The others recognised his 

selfless devotion to their cause and, unable to think of any other resolution, arranged a 

parting toast before saying their farewells. Perhaps at this point none of them realised 

quite what action their leader had decided, but soon it was clear that he had made up his 
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mind to hazard delivering their petition directly to the Shōgun in person. The six elders 

remained in Ueno for the present. 

As the Winter was increasing its grip that December, Sōgorō returned home to explain 

matters to his wife and children. He announced that to save them he would divorce his 

wife and send them all away, but they refused this solution wanting to support him and 

share his fate. Certainly both adults knew what that would be. 

By now, the Hotta-ke at Sakura realised that something was afoot and had set barriers on 

all routes out of the domain. They hadn’t yet gone to the length of arresting those they 

considered conspirators but that would soon come at the headman knew that he must act 

fast. Unable to go to Edo by road, Sōgorō found his way through a heavy snowstorm in 

late December across the marshes to a ferry crossing over what was then a considerable 

lake, the Inba-mura, which lay just south of the treacherous Tone river. The ferryman was 

a certain Jinbei, who understood the desperate situation of the farmers and, in tears, 

agreed to take the headman across, not without great danger to himself. The Hotta had 

nailed a chain to the ferryboat and set a watch to check the ferry hadn’t moved, but on that 

night with the driving snow the guards kept to their shelter. Jinbei took a hand axe and 

broke the chainlinks, It was at the risk of their lives, should they be caught, that both men 

crossed the marshes and Sōgorō Juichi made his way the two or three days’ journey – at 

the best of times – towards the Shōgun’s castle in Edo. 

(To be continued) 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Honda Tadakatsu – A famous general serving Tokugawa Ieyasu7 

By Roald Knutsen 

Whilst there is a vast amount of information, 

some original and some regurgitated, on the 

Internet, we thought that you may like to see this 

photo taken by myself back in the early-60s, a 

picture that captures something of the warrior 

spirit of such a general at the time of the great 

battle of Sekigahara in 1600, 

The photo is of a warrior model figure in the 

splendid Victoria & Albert Museum collection, 

with permission from the late Basil Robinson, 

then Curator of Metalwork; a man who had the 

deepest interest in Japanese swords and who was, 

at that time, Vice President of the old Kendō 

Association. The Honda figure stands, as I recall, 

somewhere around 14 or 15 inches high. He holds 
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in his hand – for this photo – his nage-no-yari which is interchangeable with his tachi. The 

horse is beautifully caparisoned. On Honda’s back he wears his sashimono banner. Whilst 

the mon is not clear you can see the black horizontal ‘divisional’ bar so important in the 

confusion of battle. 

The only criticism of this beautiful example of the modeller’s art is that the horse should 

be, by rights, more stocky. Here, we see an elegant animal rather resembling a hunter, an 

error that I tended to repeat in some of my Japanese illustrations. It was only after talking 

with Donn Draeger and Otake Risuke-sensei (Katori-Shintō-ryū) in 1975 that I learnt this. 

Otake-sensei is a noted breeder of horses and takes particular interest in the old breeds that 

were centred on the plains north and south of Sendai, Honda’s old fief, in northern 

Honshū, (Miyagi Prefecture). The critique is typical of the encyclopaedic knowledge of the 

late Russell Robinson of the Royal Armouries at the Tower of London. (Russell Robinson 

had specially ordered his own model of Honda Tadakatsu, but when it arrived was rather 

disappointed by the somewhat ‘limp’ horse that spoilt the overall effect). The critique of 

my own horses also came through Benjamin Hazard-sensei, San Jose, Calif.), but ‘could be 

overlooked’. I am grateful to all four academics in 

this respect. 

 

P.S. Unfortunately, the picture of Honda 

Tadakatsu had been mislaid due to the long gap 

in producing this journal - it was finally found 

but in the meantime we came across another 

equestrian warrior ‘doll’, also taken by myself in 

those distant days (ca. 1960). The period depicted 

in this model is probably the early 13th century 

and it may even portray Minamoto-no-Yoritomo, 

the shogun who had seized power in 1195 after 

the Gempei War. 

 

 

 

 

 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
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Notes 

                                                 

1 Ō-kami: literally ‘The Great Deity’; the main kami enshrined and worshipped, notwithstanding the 

presence of many other deities. 

2  The names Chūko-ryū and Jōko-ryū mean, respectively, ‘Middle Ages’ tradition and ‘Ancient’ tradition. Since 

the Chūko-ryū was certainly extant during Bokuden’s youth, (and probably continued for a good deal 

longer in the Kashima region), it seems reasonable to argue, despite no real documentary proofs surviving, 

that it went back at least to the mid- or late-thirteenth century, and overlapped in a similar fashion the older 

Jōko-ryū. We can only speculate when the older tradition was formulated. Were they transmissions ‘through 

the agency of a tengu’ directly believed to come from the female war-deity, Marishi-ten or did they spring 

from ‘divine revelations’ from the Ō-kami of the Kashima Shrine? It is for this reason, amongst some others, 

that the Kashima Shintōryū is accorded pride of place over the Tenshin-Shōden Katori-Shintōryū whenever 

the two traditions appear together at important Embu demonstrations. Admittedly the latter has an older 

‘historical’ foundation date that Bokuden’s tradition but the roots of the former are certainly far older. 

3 For an account of Tsukahara Bokuden’s burial place and the remains of Tsukahara fortress, refer to this 

Journal, No. 291 (Winter 2008). 

4 Dai Nihon Butokukai, founded in 1895 and headquartered in Kyōto. Branches were also established in each 

area of the nation. Disbanded by the SCAP American administration after WWII, but reformed in the 1960’s, 

though without its former powers. 

5 Hatamoto: One who served ‘under the banner’. There were three levels of hatamoto and from the highest of 

these were drawn the Clan Councillors. These men usually had lands in their own right and were both very 

powerful and totally remote from the ordinary population. 

6  Koku: A koku represented an income based on 4.9629 bushels of rice. This amount was considered in 

medieval Japan sufficient to feed an individual man for a year, The small rice fields to be seen in Japan even 

today usually yielded around three-and-a-half koku. 

7  Honda Tadakatsu  (1548 – 1610). This powerful lord was a close supporter of Tokugawa Ieyasu during all 

his campaigns towards the close of the sixteenth century. After the great battle of Sekigahara in 1600, 

Tadakatsu was rewarded with the fief of Kuwana in Ise province with an income of 150,000 koku. (See 

above). His son, Tadamasa, (1575 – 1631) did even better being transferred to Harima Himeji with 250,000 

koku. The family continues to the present day. 


